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Create a deco-altar with OCTAEVO’s new Candle Sculptures 
“Templo”, the must-have design object to create a unique 
atmosphere throughout the colder months. 
 
Your home is a temple. OCTAEVO moves into the new season with a selection of 
locally made candles, carefully crafted by artisans with the highest quality of 
materials.  
 

 
 
August 2020 
 
Inspired by objects from the altars of ancient mythology, the new collection consists 
of four medium-sized candles.  
 
Filled with contemporary Mediterranean imagination, the dreamy and symbolic 
pieces are defined by their delicate colour palette. Pastel tones are combined with 
rounded, minimal shapes, creating an alluring family.  
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Together or alone, on the table or a shelf, the transient nature of the hand poured 
wax combined with the relic sculpture create an ephemeral art piece that melts as a 
performance, transforming slowly over time.  
 
The “Templo" Candle Sculptures are part of new product line that celebrates travel 
without travelling through everyday objects, while bringing cozy comfort to the user.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
● Size: 9cm x 9.5cm 
● Material: Fragrance-free paraffin wax with lead-free natural cotton wick 
● Burning time: Up to 60 hours 
● Made locally by artisans 
● Presented in a gift box with gold print 
● Price: 34.50 euros / unit 
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About OCTAEVO 
 
From their studio in the center of Barcelona, OCTAEVO creates thoughtful design 
objects for contemporary living that are 100% inspired by the Mediterranean. Each 
piece is made to be held close, designed to inspire and to brighten up your day-to-
day.   
 
Established in 2013 by Marcel Baer, the firm has already become a benchmark of 
decoration and product design. Swiss born with Spanish roots, graphic designer and 
creative director Baer founded the brand inspired by his childhood memories. 
The family album and cherished moments found in photographs and Super 8 movies 
of his family’s voyages in the 60s along the Mediterranean coast, as well as the 
stories told by his father who worked at high seas, define the aesthetic universe of 
OCTAEVO. 
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Today, Baer seeks in each piece the perfect balance between the latest technology 
and traditional craftsmanship. With hundreds of points of sale throughout the world, 
OCTAEVO is taking part in the most prominent fairs each season and enjoys the 
favor of the national and international press. 
 
 
 
 

For more information, photos or interviews:  
Bel Lepikson, Tel. 930 17 83 11 

Email: press@octeavo.com 
 
  


